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THE TEACHING OF LATIN WORD-ORDER 

BY CORNELIA R. TROWBRIDGE 
Mrs. Dow's School, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y. 

PART II. VERGIL 

When Vergil is reached, the divergence of the Latin order from 
the English seems complete. There is no fixed sequence; verbs, 
nouns, adverbs, adjectives, apparently have their place decided by 
arbitrary rules, and those not of syntax, but of prosody. "Modern 
English," says Sweet, "is intolerant of suspensiveness and averse to 
broken order." How can we come to any appreciation of the rhetori- 
cal effectiveness, the characteristic style of verse written on prin- 
ciples so alien to those of our tongue and in apparent defiance of the 
arrangement prevailing in the prose of its own ? Jespersen in The 

Progress of Language, when treating the order of development of 
grammatical relations, states that these are indicated (i) by inflection 
alone, (2) by inflection and fixed order, (3) by fixed order independent 
of inflection. Latin poetry seems to mark a reversion to the first 
linguistic stage. Vergil avails himself to the full of the freedom of 
order which the genius of his mother-tongue allows. Grant that 
students may have grown into some understanding of the rhetorical 
effects attained in Latin prose, what are they to do with this metrical 
mosaic ? It is not strange that most of them search at random for 
subject and verb, and pick out a word here and a word there as dis- 
tractedly as a hen scratching about for corn. Evidently it was 
not in this fashion that the Romans read their poets. There is a 
waste of mental energy. The unusual form absorbs the attention; 
the content is lost. It is therefore of the utmost importance to master 
the form. It must have laws, or it would have been a puzzle to the 
Romans themselves. Moreover, as we have seen that to modern 
readers order must always be more fundamental than form, a begin- 
ner needs to discover in Vergil's word-order, as he did in Caesar's and 
Cicero's, the positions giving emphasis, the grouping of grammatical 
units, the principles of climax. 

212 
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There is a departure from the usual prose order in the first line of 
Vergil, Troiae qui primus ab oris. The relative does not head its 
clause. Though not unparalleled in prose, this proves of much more 
common occurrence in Vergil. There are in the first book alone 
over twenty-five instances where relatives or other conjunctions, and 
often the verb also, are drawn within the subordinate clause, leaving 
the prominent position to some more important word. But a closer 
study shows that a further principle regulates most of these subordi- 
nate clauses. To give them coherence, to bracket them, as it were, 
from the rest of the sentence, the words at either end are frequently 
in agreement, and their connection is the bond that holds the clause 
together, as the conjunction and verb do in prose. Examples are 
Tyrias olim quae verteret arces (i. 20); fidus quae gerebat Achates 
(i. 188). In i. 453 the prepositional phrase in sub ingenti lustrat 
dum singula templo is made to serve the same end. It is possible to 
multiply examples indefinitely, all showing that in poetry as well as 
in prose the Latin loved a compact, suspensive order. An inflected 
language can produce the same effect in a variety of ways. It is the 
means, not the principles, of style which vary. 

The first sentence of Vergil also illustrates another very common 
arrangement of words. The subordinate clause ends, not with an 
isolated verb, but with a group of three words, Laviniaque venit 
litora. Such rhetorical units, with the word of grammatical predomi- 
nance in the center, and words on either side which agree, is a device 
repeated in countless lines, especially in the concluding words, as 
tot volvere casus (i. io); Tyrrhenum navigat aequor (i. 67); macu- 
losae tegmine lyncis (i. 323). There are over seventy-five of these in 
the first book. The same principle applies to larger groups of four 
or five words, often to whole lines, as in 

praesentemque viris intentant omnia mortem (i. 91). 

As in the inverted relative clauses, the words in agreement serve to 
set off their entire group from the rest of the sentence. 

Prepositional phrases show great variation. Maria omnia cir- 
cum, meritis pro talibus, diversa per aequora are units of translation 
which after a little practice are easily recognized, though only the 
last arrangement is common in Latin prose, and they are all contrary 
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to English order. Or the phrase may be interrupted by a word not 
in close grammatical connection, as in per ampla volutat atria. 

Another common grouping brings a word limiting an attributive 
adjective between the adjective and its noun, as in the phrase, insig- 
nem pietate virum. Not only is the Latin order worth noting because 
more closely knit than our translation can be, and therefore more 
effective, but familiarity with it prevents an incorrect rendering of 
such phrases as saevum ambobus Achillen, and stridens Aquilone 
procella. Pupils not trained to observe Vergil's order will frequently 
fail, simply for this reason, to catch his meaning. 

Cum princeps medioque Gyas in gurgite victor 
rectorem navis compellat (v. i6o, 161) 

will be translated glibly, "When the leader and victor Gyas addressed 
the pilot of his ship in the midst of the whirlpool, " whereas it clearly 
should be read, "When Gyas, the foremost one and for half the 
course the victor, addressed, etc." 

Variations from the prose order may be very complex. As Pro- 
fessor C. L. Smith says in the preface to his edition of Horace, "the 
poets have studiously wrought out artistic groupings and sequences, 
which the reader must train himself to grasp and follow if he would 
appreciate the beauty of poetic expression." Professor Smith works 
out at length Horace's use of the interlocked order, which inter- 
weaves pairs of nouns and adjectives, leaving their relation to be 
made clear only by their agreement. Vergil used similar grouping 
with patterns as varied, each with its special effectiveness. Indi- 
cating the nouns in each phrase by A and B, B standing for the 
dependent noun, and their respective adjectives by a and b, we can 
represent them as follows: 

(i) baBA: Saevae memorem Iunonis ob iram (i. 4). Here 
either adjective might with equal appropriateness modify either 
noun. The two characteristics of Juno's wrath, its cruelty and its 
watchfulness, are both to be emphasized. Both endure to the end. 
Hence the prominence and juxtaposition of the adjectives. The 
same order is used in the line, 

Aurea purpuream subnectit fibula vestem (iv. 139). 

Two colors are contrasted, and it is as if we caught the gleam of the 
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gold against the purple before we distinguish that it is from the 
fibula. 

(2) abBA: Surgentem novae Carthaginis arcem (i. 366). The 
citadel is but just rising, for Carthage is a new city. Our English 
order cannot convey this interdependence of cause and effect. 

(3) aBAb: Lupae julvo nutricis tegmine (i. 275). Fulvo might 
as fitly be used with lupae as with tegmine, but the fondness of the 
Romans for balanced phrases may be seen here. There is also a 
rhetorical gain in its agreement, similar to that in the English phrase, 
"a lion's tawny skin," as against "a tawny lion's skin." To men- 
tion the color specifically when it is already implied by the genitive 
lupae gives it more emphasis. 

(4) AbBa: Dido Tyria regit urbe projecta (i. 340). Here Dido, 
Tyria, and regit are the important words-" Dido of Tyre is queen;" 
the rest of the line merely fills out the metrical form. 

(5) BAab: Scaenis decora alta juturis (i. 429). As in (4) the 
two important words, here two nouns instead of a noun and an 
adjective, have the prominent place in the line. Alta has the same 
metrical position as the alta in vs. 427, and juturis completes the 

symmetry of the group. 
(6) bAaB: Primo quae prodita somno (i. 470). These words would 

be grouped in prose in the order quae primo somno prodita; that is, 
the other pair in agreement would bracket the phrase. That order 
would be prosaic, this is poetical. 

(7) aBAb: Insignis spoliis Marcellus opimis (vi. 855). The 
second adjective, besides giving balance, comes as a reminder that 
the spoils of Marcellus were unique: "Famous for his spoils, Mar- 
cellus comes on, spoils won from a king." 

The interlocked phrases occur on every page. Frequently, as in 
(4), other words are inserted. Often the groups run over from one 
line to another. Sometimes three sets of words are interwoven, as 
at the conclusion of the first book: 

Te iam septima portat 
omnibus errantem terris et fluctibus aestas (i. 755, 756). 

The combinations are manifold, but in Vergil's hands the device is 
never a purely mechanical one. To overlook the play of thought 
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which shapes the order of these word-groups is often to miss entirely 
the charm of his poetic fancy. 

Chiasmus is a device not so foreign to our language, but not often 
available in our less flexible speech. Vergil's effective use of it is 
too evident and too frequent to require illustration. Anaphora, 
hendiadys, the suspensive position of single words, asyndeton, 
contrast by juxtaposition, are all employed as they are in all other 
Latin prose and poetry.' 

Still other effects are gained by the rhythmic possibilities of the 
hexameter. Sometimes construction is simplified by putting the 
words which agree at the beginning and end of the verse, or in the 
same position in the two divisions of the verse made by the caesura: 

quae tandem Ausonia Teucros considere terra, 
invidia est (iv. 349, 350). 

Here Ausonia and terra, the words in agreement, have similar posi- 
tions. Ausonia and Teucros are contrasted. 

Desine meque tuis incendere teque querelis (iv. 360). 
Tuis and querelis agree, meque and teque have corresponding metric 
stress. 

Or the words beginning the half-lines may be contrasted in 
thought, as in 

Dardaniumque ducem Tyria Karthagine qui nunc 
exspectat (iv. 224, 225). 

In the line 
Natum ante ora patris, patrem qui obtruncat ad aras (ii. 663). 

the balance with the accompanying climax is between natum and 
patrem, ante ora patris and ad aras, while qui obtruncat, which has 
no antithesis, fills the least prominent part of the verse. 

A verb in its ordinary position at the end of the sentence may 
convey emphasis if it comes first in a line, and the thought is there- 
fore interrupted by an unusual pause in the verse. For example, 
the climax of the incident where Laocoon confronts the horse is 
conveyed by putting at the end of the sentence the intensive compound 
verb contorsit. 

x The Introduction to Knapp's Vergil contains a good discussion of many points 
of metrical order. 
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Sic fatus, validis ingentem viribus hastam 
in latus inque feri curvam compagibus alvum 
contorsit (ii. 50-52). 

So incidit at the close of the passage in ii. 460-67 gives the crash 
with which the tower at last falls from the roof of the palace. 

The dramatic effects are many. As Aeneas lives again through 
the last night of Troy, he tells the story with vivid realism. As he 
looks down from the roof of Priam's palace into the open court 
where Hecuba and Priam are crouching together at the altar, his 
attention is caught by a swiftly approaching figure. 

Ecce, autem elapsus de Pyrrhi caede Polites, 
unus natorum Priami, per tela, per hostes 
porticibus longis fugit et vacua atria lustrat 
saucius (ii. 526-29). 

"But see, escaping from the murderous onslaught of Pyrrhus, there 
is Polites"-and, remembering his hearers, he adds that he is one of 
Priam's sons-"There, through the weapons, through the enemy 
he comes on." He watches his flight from far down the porticoes as 
he traverses the forsaken atria which offer no shelter or aid. But 
as he comes nearer, Aeneas sees that he is already doomed, and the 
sentence ends with saucius as with a sharp cry of anguish. 

In the description of the boat-race in the fifth book, a very effective 
climax occurs. As the signal for starting is given and the four boats 
dart from the line amid resounding applause, 

Effugit ante alios primisque elabitur undis 
turbam inter fremitumque Gyas (v. 151, 152), 

which means that the eager spectators see at last that one galley 
springs forward, gets the lead, and then even in the crowd and the 
confused uproar they recognize that it is the boat of Gyas. 

The fierce outpourings of Dido's passion are full of interlocking 
phrases which suggest the play and conflict of her emotions. 

Mene fugis ? Per ego has lacrimas dextramque tuam te, 
(quando aliud mihi iam miserae nihil ipsa reliqui) (iv. 314, 315). 

The juxtaposition of ego has and tuam te and the grouping of aliud 
mihi nihil ipsa are not merely metrical conveniences. "Is it from 
me you flee ? I in my tears call upon you through your pledge- 
(for of other resources in my present misery none have I myself left 
open to me)." 
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There is a significance in the involved sequence of the lines 
Ille Sychaeum 

impius ante aras atque auri caecus amore 
clam ferro incautam superat, securus amorum 
germanae (i. 348-51). 

The murderer and his victim are mentioned together, the next 
line characterizes the murderer, and we guess the coming tragedy 
before the verb completes the statement of it. In a reaction of horror 
comes the thought, "heedless of his sister's love." 

No such intricate order is used where the narrative runs quickly 
and smoothly on, as in those passages describing the sea which sug- 
gest the Homeric rapidity of movement and sureness of touch. 

Inde ubi prima fides pelago placataque venti 
dant maria et lenis crepitans vocat Auster in altum, 
deducunt socii navis et litora complent. 
Provehimur portu, terraeque urbesque recedunt (iii.69-72). 

This hasty enumeration is far from exhausting the richness of 
suggestion to be found in the study of Vergil's word-order. Dryden 
makes it the subject of a striking and beautiful comparison in the 
preface to his translation of the Aeneid: 

His words are not only chosen, but the places in which he ranks them for 
their sound. He who removes them from the stations wherever their master set 
them spoils their harmony. What he says of the Sibyl's prophecies may be as 
properly applied to every word of his: they must be read in order as they lie; 
the least breath discomposes them and somewhat of their divinity is lost. 

Dryden might well have added that to those who ignore this the 
lines lose both meaning and beauty. Inconsulti abeunt. 

All this teaching of Latin word-groups and order will not, of 
course, take the place of drill in forms and vocabulary and syntax, 
but it is a legitimate and very serviceable aid in the understanding of 
Latin. As a mechanical help, it simplifies translation by breaking a 
sentence up into elements easily grasped and handled. Pedagogi- 
cally it is sound, for it does not force a mental process at variance 
with previous habits such as is involved in an uncompromising 
insistence on the Latin order. At the same time it recognizes the 
immense significance which word-order in itself and as a grammatical 
device has to minds accustomed to an uninflected language and 
struggling to find a clue to the meaning and effectiveness of a language 
inflected, periodic, and suspensive. 
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